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Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear before the 

Investigations Subcommittee to discuss our followup work 

on the Department of Defense's system of managing physical 

security at United States military bases. We will discuss 

actions taken by Defense on the recommendations contained 

in the Subcommittee report dated November 5, 1981, the recom- 

mendations in our Mdrch 6, 1981, report, and bdSe entry pro- 

cedures. 
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OVERVIEW OF DEFENSE’S POSITION 
ON SUBCOMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Defense has ongoing or planned actions intended to 

address several of the recommendations contained in the 

Subcommittee’s November 1981 report. In many cases the actions 

are in the planning stage or have not been fully implemented. 

Thus, it is not possible to fully evaluate Defense’s efforts to 

improve physical security at military installationsz 

The major actions taken by Defense are: 

--establishing a Joint Security Chiefs Council with respon- 

sibility for coordinating joint-service security and law 

enforcement matters; identifying common security problems; 

promoting consistency in the services’ approaches to similar 

problems; and recommending solutions to these problems. 

--drafting a joint service directive which provides for 

uniform security procedures for base entry, aircraft, 

fuels, and communications and automatic data processing 

equipment. 

g-requesting the services to include m’anpower and physical 

security costs in their fiscal year 1983 (revised) and 

fiscal year 1984 budget requests. 

Regarding the recommendations aimed at strengthening 

Defense’s roles in the overall management of physical security, 

Defense believes that its proposed actions plus the existing 

physical security plans, programs, and procedures will satisfy 
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the intent of the Subcommittee’s concerns. 

We are encouraged by Defense’s actions to date, however, 

:we believe that much remains to be done if physical security 

is to be accomplished in an effective and economical manner. 

I would like to comment briefly on what we think remains to be 

done. 

The most important action that Defense needs to take is to 

expand its role in providing guidance and direction-to the ser- 

vices and then following up to ensure that the services’ physi- 

cal security programs are effective, economical, and accomplish 

common objectives. The Joint Security Chiefs Council and the 

proposed joint service directive are steps in the right direc- 

tion. However, it is still too soon to determine the effective- 

ness of these clctions because the Council has just recently been 

formed and has only had a few meetings, and the joint service 

directive is still in draft form. 

Defense’s effort to accumulate total physical security 

costs is also a positive step. However, Defense has not pro- 

vided clear guidance and direction to the services on what costs 

should be included or excluded, whether part-time as well as 

fulltime security personnel should be included, or how overhead 

and equipment costs should be allocated. 

Other areas in which Defense could assume a stronger role 

include expanding the areas covered by incident reporting and 

establishing OSD physical security inspection teams. At pre- 
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sent, incident reporting to Security Plans and Programs is re- 

stricted to matters relating to chemical and nuclear materials 

and weapons; and arms, ammunition and explosives. In order for 

Defense to be in a better position to formulate uniform secur- 

ity policy and guidance, the spectrum of areas covered by inci- 

dent reporting needs to be expanded. Such additional areas 

could include flight-line incidents, lost or stolen funds, and 

lost or damaged tactical vehicles and sensitive military equip- 

ment where malicious intent is suspected. 

The use of OSD physical security inspection teams would 

also improve Defense’s ability to formulate uniform policy 

and guidance. At present, security inspections dre primarily 

a service responsibility. Consequently , they are conducted 

from an individual service perspective. Thus, opportunities 

are not optimized for contrasting and comparing service 

approaches and selecting the most effective and economical 

~ approach. 

A more detail discussion of the above areds as well 

~ d8 other areas where Defense could strengthen its role in 

~ physical security matters is presented in attachment A. 

Next, I would like to briefly discuss Defense’s actions 

on the recommendations in our March 1981 report. Our first 

recommendation which was aimed at improving physical security 

on d Defense-wide basis wds amplified by the Subcommittee’s 
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eight recommendations. For that reason, I will restrict my 

comments to our other recommendations. 

STATUS OF-GAO’S’RECOMMENDATIONS 
DIRECTED AT’SPECIFICYSITES OR SERVICES 

We recommended that the services rejustify, substan- 

tially reduce, or eliminate what seemed to be excessive 

personnel at several installations and unique equipment 

~requirements in the services. ‘_ 

The Armed Forces Staff College, Norfolk, had 29 Marine 

i guards. This number has now been reduced to 21 because of 

a new Navy regulation which prohibits marines from patrol- 

ling housing areas, and the Marine Barracks Commander’s view 
* 

that several other patrol areas were not necessary. 

The 277 Army Military Police at Davison Army Airfield, 

i Fort Myer , and Fort McNair seemed excessive in terms of 

) what they were protecting. The Army now plans to reduce 

~ this number by 43 positions by the end of fiscal year 1983. 

~ 
The Air Force’s requirement for two levels of sensors 

~ in conventional munitions bunkers may be excessive in view 

: of the fact that the other services have not adopted such 

) stringent requirements. Currently, the Air Force is con- 

sidering less frequent use of such sensors, but still con- 

tend they offer the best security. 

At the time of our last report, Fort Bragg had 26 con- 

~ tract guards for its munitions storage area. The contract 
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guard force seemed questionable in view of the large number 

of military police personnel available. Fort Bragg still 

maintains that the contract guard force is cheaper than using 

military personnel and allows military personnel more training 

time. 

We also questioned the need to install intrusion detec- 

tion systems in some of Fort Bragg’s munitions bunkers since 

they were under constant surveillance by the contract guards. 

Fort Bragg still plans to install intrusion detection devices, 

and told us that the guard force size will be re-evaluated, 

based on the perceived threat, after the devices are installed. 

The Army still requires door and ignition locks on all 

helicopters, yet no other service requires such locks. 

We generally consider the individual service actions to be 

a positive response to our recommendations, and are encouraged 

by the personnel reductions eventhough they were not as substan- 

tial ds we had hoped. However, the positions taken on several 

of these matters again reinforce the fact that the services 

dnd installations operate in a highly parochial mode, and a 

need still exists for more uniformity in physical security 

management. For instance, if the Air Force’s two levels of 

sensors are not considered extravagant, should the other ser- 

vices also adopt this requirement? Also, if the Army heli- 



copter locks are considered necessary, why do Navy officials 

believe that such devices are useless as a physical security 

measure? Our main concerns are that these and similar 

inconsistencies in other areas will continue in the absence 

of more central guidance and monitoring by Defense. 

Next, I would like to briefly comment on base entry 

procedures at military installations. . 

DBASE ENTRY-PROCEDURES 

As you know, on November 23, 1981, the Subcommittee 

~requested the Secretary of Defense to provide a description of 

1 policies and procedures at each Defense installation concerning 

the screening of traffic entering and departing these activities 

and the type, amount, and cost of the resources used to monitor 
I ( such access. The following points can be made based on the information 

! provided by the respective services. 
e 

--The Navy, Air Force, and Defense Logistics Agency 

utilize 4,023 security personnel at a cost of $38.5 

million to monitor access to military installations. 

--The Army utilizes 2,225 personnel for the same purpose. 

However, the Army did not provide associated cost figures. 

--All services and the Defense Logistics Agency charge 

installation commanders with determining and imple- 

menting whatever security measures they deem necessary. 

I 
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--There is wide variance in security procedures and 

rationale within and between services. 

--The Air Force appears to have the greatest degree 

of security procedures commonality among its 

installations. 

We recently visited several Army and Navy bases and the 

Armed Forces Staff College to obtain more details on base 

entry procedure8 and the rationale at each location. Without 

exception, specific gate entry and security measures are 

~ developed locally and approved by the installation commander. 

~ As a result, we found differing entrance security measures 

at virtually every activity. Attachment B describes the 

specific procedures and rationale at each activity visited. 

Many of the differences noted cannot be explained on the 

basis of differing threats, base unique requirements, or 

local flexibility. The draft joint service directive is 

to address base entry and we cannot speculate on the impact 

of the directive on these differences. s 

_ - - .b _  . - - ,. -+..- _- 

In closing, our overall view continues to be that because 

of the importance and cost involved in providing proper security, 

more management guidance and attention, including periodic feed- 

back is needed. While Defense has taken steps on some of the 

recommendations, we feel it is still reluctant to assume a strong 

management role in physcial’ security --especially in overseeing and 

monitoring installation programs. Certain actions which Defense 
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is proposing- estimates of cost, more guidance on security matters 

and actual impact of the Joint Security Chiefs Council--are not 

yet fully developed or implemented and therefore it would be pre- 

mature to pass final judgement on these actions. These actions 

are steps in the right direction and we are encouraged by them, 

but we believe that these measures will not fully satisfy the 

Subcommittee’s concerns, and more is needed. We believe these 

hearings provide a useful forum to focus on the needed actions. 

Mr. Chairman, I will be happy to respond to any questions 

you may have at this time. 
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ATTACHMENT A ATTACHMENT A 

Detailed-Discussion of.Views and 
GAO Proposals Related’ to 
Subcommittee-Recommendations 

Recommendation 1: The Secretary of Defense should assume full 
responsibility tot physical security inherent in his mandate. 
Delegation and decentralization of the actual performance of 
physical security tasks should continue. But the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense should be involved in the complete spectrum 
of DOD physical security activities, issues, interests and prob- 
lems. Management oversight at the secretarial level should in- 
clude comprehensive policy articulation, effective ..compliance and 
reporting mechanisms, off icidl cognizance of security incidents, 
participation in government-wide efforts to curb the flow of 
military weapons to the private sector, and concern with planning, 
programming and budgeting. 

In its May 1982 letter, Defense only addressed the inci- 

‘dent reporting mechanisms mentioned in the first recommendation 

and said the remaining items were covered in its response to 

the other recommendations. Defense believes current reporting 

~mechanisms are adequate, but indicated that additional reporting 

~mechanisms may be developed for other areas as well. 

We believe Defense should expand the areas of physical 

) security covered by incident reporting in order that it can for- 

~ mulate uniform security policy and guidance. Such areas might 

include flight-line incidents, funds lost or stolen, losses/ 

~ damages of tactical and nontactical vehicles and sensitive mili- 

tary equipment where malicious intent is suspected, dild general 

crime reports- especially involving government property. However, 

Defense has chosen not to assume a stronger leadership role. The 

Office of Security Plans and Programs only receives security reports 

(missing, lost, stolen, and recovered property reports: and serious 
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ATTACHMENT A ATTACHMENT A 

incident reports) from the services for the areas Defense has 

issued guidance on (chemical and nuclear materials and weapons, 

~ and arms, ammunition and explosives). Defense defers to the ser- 

vices to establish reporting requirements for all other security 

incidents or events, and these requirements often vary. For 

example, Naval Air Station, Oceana, submits quarterly reports 

to its next highest command level. In contrast, Fort Story sub- 

mits monthly reports to its next highest command level. Besides 

variances in reporting freqencies, the format and level of detail 

’ of the reports vary. 

I Recommendations 2: Extreme variations in security arrangements 
at military installations result in inadequate security in some 
cases and extravagance in others. Those differences not warranted 
by local conditions, service-unique requirements, or for other 
valid reasons should be eliminated by establishing uniform DOD- 
wide policies. As one of a number of compliance and reporting 
mechanisms OSD inspection teams with joint service representa- 
tion should visit DOD installations. 

In Defense’s May 1982 letter to the Subcommittee, it dis- 

’ agreed with this recommendation. It believes the issues will 

( be adequately dealt with through the proposed joint service 

~ directive; existing inspections and reviews performed by Defense, 

the service audit agencies, and the Assistant to the Secretary 

~ Of Defense (Review and Oversight); and through staff visits 

i by the Security Plans and Programs Directorate. Defense, there- 

fore, plans to continue its incremental approach of providing 

general guidance rather than provide detail guidance and direc- 

tion on physical security management matters. 

11 
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ATTACHMENT A ATTACHMENT A 

We believe that more is needed and that OSD inspec- 

tion team8 with joint service representation hdVe merit. 

Although it is not appropriate for us to speculate on the 

effectiveness of the draft joint service directive, we have 

o&served problems with other Defense directives intended to 

provide overall guidance on a subject matter. For instance, 

the Defense directive for arms, ammunition and explosives _. 
only sets minimum requirements for the services. As a result, 

substantial deviations exist in the degree of protection pro- 

vided for this important area by the different services and 

installations. For example, the Air Force uses a two-level 

intrusion detection system, but no other service has adopted 

such stringent measures. In another case, Fort Belvoir ‘8 muni- 

tions bunkers contain more sensitive munitions thdn those at 

Oceana Naval Air Station. Yet, Oceana’s bunkers are equipped 

with alarmed, anti-tampering devices as well as alarmed mag- 

netic door switches, and Belvoir’s bunkers have only alarmed 

magnetic door switches. These varying conditions illustrate 

that more is needed than issuance of directives to assure 

adequate protection at reasonable cost. 

Also, while many service inspection and audit functions 

exist, they are generally directed to compliance-type audits 

and both sites mentioned in the prior example would probably 

not be reported as either deficient or extravagant under exist- 

ing service-unique or Defense requirements. 

12 
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ATTACHMENT A ATTACHMENT A 

OSD inspection teams with joint service representation 

would offer a good basis to compare and contrast service 

procedures, Select the most effective and economical ones, dnd 

eliminate those that are unnecessary. Accordingly, we believe 

the Subcommittee’s recommendation regarding OSD inspection teams 

has merit and should be implemented. 

Recommendation 3: Standardized Department of Defense procedures 
for accounting for manpower and costs associated with physical 
security should be established. This data should be separately 
identified in DOD budgets. 

Defense stated that is has started a program to identify 

i physical security costs at all its activities. The budget call 

went out on July 22, 1982, asking the services to supply costs 

on physical security. The definition of physical security pro- 

vided to the Defense Comptroller is the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

definition as follows: 

“That part of security concerned with physical 
measures designed to safeguard personnel, to 
prevent unauthorized access to equipment, faci- 
lities, material and documents, and to sdfe- 
guard them against espionage, sabotage, damage, 
and theft." 

While this is an accurate definition, security at installations 

usually involves a combination of law enforcement or crime 

prevention, along with “physical security.” 

Several service officials told us that the costs of physi- 

cal security could vary widely depending on what is to be in- 

cluded and excluded. Questions which have not been addressed 

are as follows: 



ATTACHMENT A ATTACHMENT A 

--How should overhead be allocated? 

--Should part-time as well as fulltime employees be counted? 

--How should time be allocated for persons who perform 

law enforcement duties as well as perform physical 

security duties? 

--How should equipment costs be allocated? 

--How consistent and adequate is the data base that is . . 

used to supply physical security costs? 

Defense officials acknowledged that further refinement in 

~the information provided by the services will probably be needed. 

Recommendation’Q: The Office of the Secretary of Defense should 
take the lead in establishing an entity for transposing the most 
effective and economical security practices of each Military 
Department to the others and challenging those practices which 
are questionable. In this regard, the subcommittee does not con- 
sider the Physical Security Review Board, as presently constituted, 
a suitable medium. The Board meets infrequently and in practice 

tends to mdke decisions collegially. As a consequence, the Board 
--and the scope of OSD physical security supervision--is heavily 

(influenced by the Military Departments which have a vested inter- 
lest in avoiding expanded central management oversight of their 
affairs. The Director of Security Plans and Programs must re- 

ceive and remain sensitive to Military Department advice, but 
;independently decide issues on the basis of what is best for 
(the Department as a whole and the nation. 

Defense responded that this recommendation could be satisfied 

with the issuance of the joint service directive and distribution 

of trip reports prepared by the Office of Security Plans and Pro- 

’ grams to the services. Other vehicles cited for enhancing the ex- 

change of information included service participation in various 

physical security working groups. 
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ATTACHMENT A ATTACHMENT A 

The directive, which is being drafted, is to prescribe 

uniform procedures for installation entry control, aircraft 

security , fuels, and communications and automatic data pro- 

cessing equipment. When the draft is finalized it will be 

sent in the Director, Security Plans and Programs for advice 

and guidance. l 
. 

Defense also cites Security Plans and Programs’ trip 

reports as a method of cross-feeding information. However, 

we were told by service security personnel that they do not 

I always receive copies of trip reports on all inspection visits. 
I In our opinion, merely exchanging information is not 

going to resolve the problem. What is needed is a central figure/ 

office with the responsibility and authority for directing and 

enforcing needed changes and performing effective followup. 

Recommendation 5 : The Department of Defense should prescribe 
a uniform procedure for local commanders to follow in periodical- 
ly analyzing their security requirements. The procedure should 
include threat assessment, determination of assets to be pro- 
tected and the degree of protection required, explicit assess- 
ment of alternatives and their costs, and justification of the 
alternatives selected as the most economical way to provide 
effective protection. 

Defense believes its proposed joint service directive will 

~ answer this recommendation. Since the directive is still only 

a proposal, it does not currently represent the Defense position 

on this recommendation. Therefore, we cannot comment on the 

directive’s impact on addressing these key issues in the recom- 

mendation which need to be covered in a well-managed installation 

~ physical security program. 



ATTACHMENT A ATTACHMENT A 

Based on our March 1981 report, and our recent followup 

~ work, the services and installations do not uniformly consider 

threat, type of assets to be protected, protection alternatives, 

and justification for the alternatives selected when determining 

the type of physical security needed. For example, several 

Oceana Naval Air Station officials recently questioned whether 

the installation of closed-circuit television and guard towers 

on the flight line would provide a heightened degree of protec- 

~tion unless better trained personnel are available to operate 

( the system. 

On the other hand, Air Force’s programs for determining 

physical security needs does consider the threat, type of assets 

to be protected, and alternative protection measures. The pro- 

Igrams, called the Aerospace Systems Security Program and the 

~Reaources Protection Program, provide for establishing a pro- 

(tection committee at each base, a base resource protection plan, 

land a general policy for protecting a wide range of resources. 

~ More specifically , the programs contain the” essential elements 

necessary for determining effective,physical security, i.e., 

threat assessment, type of assets to be protected, and alter- 

‘native measures to achieve the required protection. 

We believe that Defense should develop a program similar 

to those of the Air Force or adopt the Air Force programs as a 

basic guide to be used by all the services for determining 

their physical security needs. 

i ,, 
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ATTACHMENT A ATTACHMENT A 

Recommendation 6: The Department of Defense should be intimately 
involved with other responsible agencies in the government-wide 
effort to curb the flow-of militdry weapons to the private sector. 

Defense has reaffirmed its commitment of cooperation with 

other government agencies to halt the flow of arms to the private 

set tor . Defense officials said that coordination with other 

agencies such as the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, and 

the Federal Bureau of Investigations is generally accomplished 
,. . . 

by telephone and that pertinent information obtained from these 

sources is passed on to installation commanders. 

According to the semi-annual Defense reports on arms, 

ammunition and explosives, losses of munitions within Defense 

has substantially declined over the years. However, we were 

unable to determine whether there is, in fact, an extensive flow 

~of military weapons to the private sector. Therefore, we are 

!not in a position to state an opinion on the adequacy of Defense’s 

~efforts in this area. 

Recommendation 7: Stronger, more effective management of re- 
search, engineering, and procurement of physical security systems 
is needed to ensure expeditious development*of required equipment 
and prompt termination of unpromising, costly programs. 

Defense states that the present structure (Physical Security 

~Equipment Action Group, Tri-Service Requirements Working Group, 

land Security Equipment Integration Working Group) provides ade- 

quate review and has been effective in accomplishing program re- 

views, cancellation and adjustments. 



‘ATTACHMENT A ATTACHMENT A 

Our current followup work indicates that the groups were 

working well. For example, as a result of the groups’ efforts: 

--The Army adopted the Air Force standard security system 

of fence sensors at Seneca Army Depot, New York, rather 

than developing its own system. 

--Tests were conducted on 15 commercial fence sensors 

in 1981 to determine if available commercial equipment 
_. ,. 

could be used by or modified for Defense use rather 

than developing new equipment. As a result, 3 sensors 

were found to have potential use and are now undergoing 

final testing. 

--A common visual display system was developed for use 

by both the Army’s Facility Intrusion Detection System 

dnd the Air Force’s Base and Installation Security System. 

We also obtained the current status of the Navy’s Anti- 

compromise Emergency Destruct Program for classified information 

which the Subcommittee was interested in last year. We found that 

the Navy has partially implemented the program and is funding 

future development at an annual rate of $1.3 million. More speci- 

fic actions and plans are: 

--Full scale development of a field portable unit has been 

completed, and after evaluation by user agencies, com- 

petitive bids for the device will be let. 

--Final testing is expected to be completed and production 

begun during the 1984-86 timeframe for destruct devices 



ATTACHMENT A ATTACHMENT A 

for 5-drawer cabinets, magnetic tapes, microfiche, and 

on-board aircraft information. 

--Exploratory development funds will be discontinued after 

fiscal year 1983 because the technology base will be 

sufficient to support development of future devices. 

Recommendation-8: The Office of the Secretary of Defense physical 
security star-hould be expanded as necessary to undertake the 
additional responsibilities recommended in this report. 

Defense stated that expansion of the physical security 

~ staff was not necessary in view of the joint service directive 

~ and the decision not to create OSD inspection teams. However, 

~ officials stated that an increased oversight of the other sub- 

jects in the draft directive could require future staff increases. 

Our followup work showed that the Office of Physical and 

Installation Security, which has cognizance over base security, 

,has actually reduced its staff from 5 to 3 personnel. We were 

~ told that there are no plans to replace the two personnel. 

In order to fully implement Defense’s proposed actions to 

improve physical security and to provide the necessary central 

~ guidance and direction to ensure an effective and economical 

~ program, Defense may have to increase its staff. However, we 
I 
~ believe that the decision to do so should be deferred until 

Defense determines the direction and scope of its overall 

program. 
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ATTACHMENT B ATTACHMENT B 

Base-Entry-Procedures’and.Rationale 
at-Selected.Military Installations 

Fort-Story 

Fort Story’s procedures specify that it operate as an open 

post from 0530 to 2400 but revert to a closed installation from 

2460 to 0530. There are two entry gates to the post. One is 

manned 24 hours and the other may or may not be manned (depending 

on available manpower) during the day and is closed at midnight. 

‘Base entry procedures state thdt persons dre accorded free access 

~ to the post if: 

--they are in military uniform or present a military 

identification card, or 

--display a Fort Eustis, Fort Story, or any other military 

installation decal on their car. 

However, we found that, generally, everyone is accorded free 

access to the post. 

The primary rationale for gate sentries at Fort Story is to 

--insure the orderly flow of inbound and outbound traffic; 

--assist motorists with information or directions; 

--visually check vehicles for possible violations such 

as expired decals, state inspection, license plates, 

improper equipment, drunk or reckless driving, or 

possession of illegal drugs. 
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ATTACHMENT B ATTACHMENT B 

Fort-McNair 

Fort McNair has three entry gates. The main gate is manned 

~ 24 hours, the remaining two are manned only during duty hours 

~ and are closed thereafter. Access to Fort McNair is controlled. 

Only authorized vehicles and personnel are allowed entry. This 

is accomplished through a check of vehicle decals, personnel 

identification cards, and a visitor pass system. Persons without 

military decals or identification must present their driver’s 

1 icense , state the purpose of their visit, and have their vehicle 

license number recorded. Those considered not to have bonafide 

business on the installation are turned away. We were told an 

average of 10 vehicles a day are determined to have no specific 

business on the installation and are turned away. 

The rationale for these procedures is that the installation 

commander in coordination with the Military District of Washing- 

ton (MDW) have decided they want to know who is coming on the 

installation, what their business is, and to deny access to those 

not having official business on base. The Commander, MDW, stated 

these procedures have resulted in: 

--the safety and well being of high ranking official 

residents on the post, and 

--the regular interception of illegal drug trafficking by 

soldiers and civilians, interception of drunk drivers, 

and some non-valid delivery trucks. 
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ATTACHMENT B ATTACHMENT B 

FortBelVOir 

Fort Belvoir is designated by the Army as an open post. A 

major U.S. highway (highway 1) bisects the post. There are five 

primary access points to the installation. The main gate is 

manned 24 hours. One other gate is manned from 0600 to 2200. 

Three access points are unmanned but closed during nonduty hours. 

The primary rationale for gate sentries at Fort Belvoir is to 

,expedite the tremendous volume of traffic and serve as a source of 

~ information to visitors. I 

I According to Army officials, the manning of gates at Belvoir 

~ will be taken over by a contractor or Department of the Army 

civilians within the next year. 

Fort .Myer 

The Military District of Washington Commander decides the 

~ level of access control that will be provided at Fort Myer. In 

~ this respect entry procedures are similar to other*Military Dis- 
, 
~ trict of Washington installations such as Fort McNdir and Davison 

! Army Airfield. Fort Myer is referred to by Military District of 

Washington officials as an “observed access post.” That is, per- 

8ons can drive through but officials want to know who is there. 

Therefore, all persons entering without d recognized military 

decal or identification must show civilian identification, state 

their destination, and have their vehicle license number recorded. 

22 
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ATTACHMENT B ATTACHMENT B 

Militdry District of Washington officials consider controlled 

access a very high priority. The rationale for such procedures is 

expressed in terms of exercising police services or police power 

at entry points. During the period July 1981 to July 1982, mili- 

tary police reports originating at the three gates to Fort Myer 

revealed the following. 

drunk driving 
possession of marijuana 
traffic violation 
identification or driver license 

discrepancies 

other 

Total 

25 

15 

-22. 

115 
111 

About 16,500 vehicles enter and leave Fort Myer each day, or 

over 4 million annually. 

Davison.Armp-Airfield 

There are two entry gates to the Field. One gate is manned 

24 hours and the other is manned during duty hours dnd closed 

thereafter. Davison is considered a restricted area and access 

is confined to official business only. Vehicle decals, iden- 

tification cards, or visitors passes are checked. During duty 

hours, official visitor vehicles’ licenses are logged in. At 

night, all vehicles and personnel passing through the gate are 

recorded. ,Security officials at DdViSOn base their rationale for 

these procedures on: 

--the importance of the airfield in supporting 

classified missions in a contingency, and 
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--the large number of high ranking officials that 

pass through the airfield. 

Fort- Enstis 

Fort Eustis has one gate. Guard personnel monitor inbound 

and outbound traffic and insure flow is orderly. Generally, 

guard personnel control access to the Post except controlled 

access does not apply during the morning, noon and evening rush 

~hours on duty days. Gate sentries visually check vehicles for 

~possible violations, such as invalid military decals, expired 

~license plates and inspection stickers, etc., and assist motorists 

‘as necessary with information or directions. 

The Fort Eustis Commander uses his prerogative in establish- 

ing the gate control procedures at both Fort Eustis and Fort Story. 

‘Entry control is used to meet a number of individual base needs as 

~perceived by the provost marshal1 or base commander. The following 

iexamples were provided by base officials: 

--If it is believed that drug traffic is rising, gate 

sentries can be used to conduct random searches of 

vehicles entering the base. 

--There are concerns about the number of soldier vehicle 

act iden ts , and the gate sentry can be used to conduct 

vehicle safety inspections. 

--If there is an alarm on base the gate can be closed 

until the alarm is resolved. 
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Naval Base*and.Naval 
Air ‘StdtfOn; *Norfolk 

There are eight perimeter entry gates to the Norfolk Naval 

Station and Naval Air Station. Sentries for these gates are 

provided by the Marine Barracks, Norfolk. The marine guards 

function under the command of the Commanding Officer , Marine 6 
Barracks, and perform duties required by the Naval Base Com- 

mander , Norfolk. c 

No one is authorized to enter or exit perimeter gates until 

~ directed by the gate sentry. Entry is controlled by vehicle 

decals, proper military identification, or authorized visitor 

passes. Military uniforms in themselves are not accepted as 

identification. 

The primary documented rationale for gate sentries at this 

: installation is for the purpose of: 

--fulfilling basic physical security requirements, 

--assisting persons who have legitimate reasons for 

entering , and 

--eliminating unnecessary delays. 

Marine gate sentries at this installation are justified 

by Navy officials on the basis that their presence is needed 

to meet classified reaction missions in the event of a contin- 

gency . Their use as gate guards is secondary, but meaningful 

Since installation assets require that only authorized access 

be permitted. 



ATTACHMENT B ATTACHMENT B 

The general public is permitted to visit the installation 

for occasions of national significance or on “Open House” ship 

visiting weekends. 

Oceana-NavaLAir-Station 

Naval Air Station, Oceana, has two gates manned by sailors. 

Vehicle entry is controlled by the standard Navy bumper decal. 

Temporary and vlsitor passes dre used for vehicles not eligible 

for decals. 

The Naval Air Station does not have a perimeter fence. The 

~ boundaries of the base consist of partially fenced areas, leased 

farm areas, areas of dense foliage, and some open areas. The 

primary rationale for posting sailors at the gates is: 

--to present a good image to the public, 

--to expedite traffic flow, and 

--to provide base information and directions. 

Armed-ForceslStaff ‘Coflege;‘Norfolk 

There are two gates to the Armed Forces Staff College. 

The main entrance is manned 24 hours and the other is open only 

one hour in the morning to expedite traffic. Gate sentries are 

provided by the Marine Barracks, Norfolk. 

Entry is restricted to those vehicles with a specific 

Armed Forces Staff College decal or official visitors. Others 

will be turned away. 
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ATTACHMENT B ATTACBMENT J3 

Marine sentries at the gates are justified by the Commander, 

Marine Barracks, because they provide the security mission of 

allowing only authorized personnel aboard the Armed Forces Staff 

College compound. Security personnel at the Staff College support 

this rationale based on 

--the prevalence of classified material aboard the 

compound, and 

--the number of high ranking U.S. and foreign ‘officials 

frequently present at the compound. 

In addition, the Marine Barracks Commander stated the 

~ sentries support classified reaction force missions in the 

‘event of a contingency. 
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